
The Legal Forms 
Specialist Benefits

FormEvo is a cloud-based Forms Library that replaces the traditional on-

premise forms applications which rely on your IT Department or users to 
download software and content updates.

The core benefits of the standard 
edition of FormEvo include:

Form bundling 
▪ Work on multiple forms 

▪ Add in guidance notes and other documents 
▪ Data transfer between forms 
▪ Save, send and print one file 
▪ eSign several places, but all in one 

‘envelope’

Digital submissions 
▪ Send forms digitally from within 

FormEvo Receive a faster response 
▪ Validation functionality limits the 

chance of a form being rejected 
▪ Lower the cost of submitting forms 
▪ Copy data from one Government 

Gateway to another

Form collaboration 
▪ Over 2000 legal forms 

▪ Enables remote working 
▪ Reduced demand on your IT department 
▪ Instantaneous forms 

updates/developments 
▪ 2FA + eSign (PAYG £2.50) per matter

Automation 
▪ Financial calculations and figures work between forms Practice and Court details pre-

population 
▪ Commonly used clauses, covenants and other wording enabled 
▪ Attestation clauses to select from 
▪ Cutting down data input time by auto-transferring data between linked forms

User or form centric pricing 
▪ Transparent and consistent price policy across all FormEvo 

customers 
▪ Standard forms based on active users per month, or forms used 
▪ Digital submissions are charged on a per transaction basis 
▪ Cost aligned with your firm’s ROI

Form expandability 
▪ Duplicating pages 

▪ Expandable text boxes 
▪ Adding rows to tables in schedules 
▪ Expanding rows retain auto calculate function
▪ Attestation clauses can be edited

Cloud-based forms library 
▪ Share forms digitally 

▪ Collaborate with colleagues, clients 
and the ‘other side’ 

▪ Form audit trail 
▪ Creates a paper-light process

GDPR/Cyber compliance 
▪ Full audit trail on all forms 

▪ GDPR Toolkit to identify and delete 
client based personal data 

▪ Ability to mark forms as private to 
limit who can view a form within a 
practice

For further information or a demo or a sales quotation
www.formevo.co.uk  sales@formevo.co.uk T: 0330 555 9341

FormEvo is owned by Cockerel Software and headquartered in 
Newcastle upon Tyne Cockerel Software Ltd. All rights reserved

FormEvo provides you with cloud-based access to the only 
vendor-independent, comprehensive and secure, electronic 
and digital legal forms library in the UK. The UK Government’s  
“Digital by Default” service standard is integral to our service, 
smoothing the transition from paper to electronic to digital 
forms and future-proofing your firm as we are propelled 
towards digital e-submission. Legal forms are our only 
business – it’s what we do – so our research and development 
is totally focused on developing electronic and digital legal 
forms that are easy to use, innovative, flexible and help you 
complete forms faster.

Today’s  key requirements around collaboration, client experience, 
data security, adaptable third-party integrations and return on 
investment (ROI) are all achieved within FormEvo and its 
comprehensive API. This, combined with transparent, consistent and 
fair pricing based on your actual “form or user” usage, makes 
FormEvo the only forms solution you’ll need to support your firm now 
and into the future. FormEvo has over 400 clients across the UK – 
more than twenty in the Top 200 – and has enabled five million+ 
digital forms eSubmissions since 2007
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